This printable PDF consists of:
• a graphic for the back of the cards, if two-sided
printing is available;
• 20 cards with a graphic and initial information
about each situation; and
• a QR code situated in the bottom right of each
card which links to an online file with sound
effects.

PIRATE SHIP
“Ye can swab the poop deck, but ye can’t poop on the swab deck.”
~ Unknown
• this is a water-borne vessel run by a pirate crew
• there are various roles on the ship such as captain, lookouts,
mates, and swabbies (cleaners)
• the area of the ship most to be avoided is the plank

PUBLIC WASHROOM
“The length of a minute depends on which side of
the bathroom door you are.”
~ Unknown
• a public washroom is accessible by the general public, or in some
specific places, only by customers
• public washrooms often have more than one stall; some have
urinals; some have baby-changing tables
• people do ‘their business’ there, as well as wash
their hands, refresh their appearance, and take
care of their children’s needs
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BABY-SITTING
“TV is the best baby-sitter.”
~ John Goodman
• this job involves the care and supervision of one child or several
children
• a baby-sitter’s tasks can include meal preparation, feeding, teaching, driving, and supervision
• there are no ‘barriers to entry’ to qualify for the
job of baby-sitter; it often does not pay well

JUNGLE ADVENTURE
“Adventure is just bad planning.”
~ Roald Amundsen
• you are in a place densely packed with trees, vines, shrubbery
• the warm and humid climate creates perfect growing conditions
for fruits, vegetables, and many kinds of both medicinal and poisonous plant life
• many different species of wildlife thrive within
jungle eco-systems; many are dangerous to
humans

ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE
“It is a truth universally acknowledged that a zombie in
possession of brains must be in want of more brains.”
~ Seth Grahame-Smith
• zombies usually move more slowly than humans but do not get
tired or require sleep as we do
• they are physically stronger than us until their bodies fully rot
away; they stink of decomposition
• zombies are focused solely on eating living
human flesh and cannot be reasoned with

FANTASY ROLE PLAY
“Most of the people you see going to work today are LARPing an
incredibly boring RPG called ‘professionalism.’”
~ Cory Doctorow
• this is a game requiring participants to dress up in fancy costumes
• you and a group of friends act out scenarios as assigned characters, improvising your actions and speech to move the plot
forward
• a game master may be present to direct the
story arc, choose settings, and manage events
or disputes

GO-KART TRACK
“If everything seems under control, you’re not going fast enough.”
~ Mario Andretti
• drivers pay to race friends and strangers in small cars around and
around in a closed circuit; circuits may be either indoor or outdoor, and karts either manual or motorized
• both adults and children can participate
• the objective of this game is to reach the finish
line first and, of course, do so in one piece

LABORATORY
“Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity,
and I’m not sure about the former.”
~ Albert Einstein
• a facility that provides controlled conditions in which scientific
research, experiments, and measurement may be performed
• labs can be found in schools; universities; industry, government,
and military facilities; and aboard ships and spacecraft
• hazards might include: poisons; infectious
agents; flammable, explosive, and radioactive
materials; moving machinery; extreme temperatures; lasers; strong magnetic fields; and
high voltage

THEATRE PRODUCTION
“The only thing an actor owes his public is not to bore them.”
~ Marlon Brando
• theatre is a form of fine art comprising the live performance of a
story or experience for an audience; actors may be either amateur
or professional
• actors wear costumes, and interact with props and sets, to communicate their characters’ words, thoughts, and feelings
• backstage crews help behind the scenes with
lighting, sound, set changes, costumes, props,
and makeup

GIANT’S CASTLE
“Simply by not owning three medium-sized castles in Tuscany I have
saved enough money in the last forty years on insurance premiums
alone to buy a medium-sized castle in Tuscany.”
~ Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
• this giant’s castle is located in the sky and is accessible only via a
massive beanstalk
• there are treasures located within the castle, including golden
eggs and a singing harp
• the castle owner will reportedly grind your
bones to make their bread if they find you,
but especially if you steal from them!

SPACECRAFT
“After one look at this planet any visitor from outer space
would say ‘I want to see the manager.’”
~ William S. Burroughs
• a spacecraft is a vehicle or machine designed to fly into and navigate outer space
• it can be used for communication, meteorology research, space
colonization, exploration, and human and cargo transportation
• you need to be a fully-trained astronaut to fly
spacecraft; this includes training for functioning in zero-gravity

DESERT ISLAND
“Someone asked me, if I were stranded on a desert island
what book would I bring...’How to Build a Boat’.”
~ Steven Wright
• a desert island is usually an uninhabited piece of land surrounded
by ocean water and distant from other land masses
• one generally arrives on a desert island by shipwreck
• on such an island, there is often limited potable water or edible plants, except for plenty of
falling coconuts

FAST FOOD DRIVE-THROUGH
“If I’m going to eat fast food, I’m going to McDonald’s.
I don’t need to pretend.”
~ Chrissy Teigen
• fast food drive-throughs let customers order and receive food
without leaving their cars
• this is a convenient way for customers to get food and drinks
quickly if they are in a rush, or if they cannot or do not want to
dine inside
• the fast food drive-through was invented by
an American in the 1930’s

SHARK TANK
“...you’re more likely to be killed by your toaster than a shark!”
~ Ted Danson
• this is a giant water-filled space containing sharks; a shark tank is
also a metaphor for a dicey social or professional situation
• shark tanks are usually found in aquariums and are constructed of
thick walls and glass panes
• people and sharks can view each other in close
proximity while mutually protected from one
another by walls

NOISY NEIGHBOURS
“Nothing makes you more tolerant of a neighbor’s
noisy party than being there.”
~ Franklin P. Jones
• noisy neighbours may either be in your building or neighbourhood, and bother you with blaring music, barking dogs, loud
arguing, and using loud machinery—often at inappropriate times
• living in close proximity with noisy neighbours is more likely to
occur in crowded urban centres, especially in
high population density areas
• dealing with noisy neighbours sometimes
goes badly: they may ignore requests for more
quiet, be verbally or physically threatening, or
increase the noise to irritate you more

HAUNTED MANSION
“When one door closes and another one opens, it’s time to pack up
and move because your house is clearly haunted.”
~ Unknown
• this is a large, old, spooky house rumoured to be occupied by
restless spirits
• the house is decrepit and has broken floorboards and fixtures, as
well as collapsing ceilings and ominous messages for trespassers
scrawled on walls
• people who enter the haunted mansion may
find it difficult to navigate around or leave it
as doors or windows mysteriously slam shut
behind them

SUBMARINE
“I’m underwater on my mortgage. Good thing I live in a submarine.”
~ Jarod Kintz
• a submarine is a watercraft capable of operating independently
while fully submerged, usually in ocean water
• they were developed primarily for military purposes, but some
subs facilitate science exploration, tourism, and art
• in 2011, the U.K. announced that its ban on
women in submarines would be lifted in 2013;
three women made history in 2014 as the first
to serve on board one of these vessels

TATTOO STUDIO
“I think tattoos are horrible. It’s like living in a Pucci dress full-time.”
~ Karl Lagerfeld
• tattoo studios are shops where people can get images and text
permanently applied to their skin; tattoo parlours also often offer
piercing services
• tattoo artists use black, white, and coloured inks to create their
designs; people can also provide their own image or pick from a
catalogue
• people choose tattoos for various aesthetic,
cultural, and emotional needs; others wake up
not remembering visiting a tattoo studio the
night before

REALITY TV SHOW
“Reality TV to me is the museum of social decay.”
~ Gary Oldman
• you’re on a reality TV show with a group of others, and you’ll all be
living in the same house for the next several weeks
• each week, one person will be evicted from the house, and the
last remaining person will receive a cash prize
• reality TV contestants are usually expelled from
the show after losing some sort of competition, such as a race, eating live insects, or
completing complicated tasks

TIME TRAVELING
“People assume that time is a strict progression of cause to effect, but
actually, from a non-linear, non-subjective viewpoint—it’s more like a
big ball of wibbly wobbly...timey wimey...stuff.”
~ Doctor Who
• this involves entering a device that allows you to travel as far as
you want into either the past or future
• time travel has been in use for millennia and is relatively safe; but
the machines sometimes malfunction
• you often look conspicuously different than
others in the times you visit; this may cause
confusion and conflict

